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The all in one news portal of Odisha

News!!! The need of each individual, everyone wants to know what’s happening on every nuke
and corner of their area. Odisha news today has been experiencing so many hot changes in
politics, entertainment and coming up with the hot cake of news.
Not only for its rich Jagannath culture but also Odisha has emerged as educational hub.
Today, the capital of Odisha is the first choice for students to acquire higher studies. But from
the last decade Odisha has been making news in national platform for its political scenario,
sports, scams, entertainment and in different fields.
In odisha, each day starts with some or other happenings and ended up with a biggest
exposure. And Bhubaneswar witnesses the daily ups and downs of News today. From political
storm to the new programs, from cyclone HudHud to special category state demand, from art
and culture to sports, from Paradip to Hirakud, from chandbali to Gopalpur every hour is a
news hour for the state.
Keeping all the incidents in mind Odisha became the hot spot for news and happenings.
For the tracking of all Odisha news today, the state is coming up with so many news
channels, daily newspapers and web news portals.
To beat all, odishasamaya.com, the web news portal promises to provide the facts behind the
news, the background and the current happenings to its viewers. It will give the regular news
update of Odisha in various topics. You can find political happenings, breaking and current
news, education, sports, entertainment, Odisha culture, the life style of odias, information
about anything you search for.
As the world is termed as a small village, news is also away from a single touch. Thanks to the
new web technology which is the future of news dispatching and broadcasting. It has given a
new start up for news coverage sitting at home. In the revolutionary step for news
broadcasting from state and across the world, odishasamaya.com has taken every initiative to
make the new web portal concept on Odisha news. 
Here with the update news you can find news from every segment like political, business,
stock exchange, the personalities of Odisha, art, culture, and cinema, sports, regional, state,
National, international, lifestyle.
In odisha many things and facts about personalities are yet to be revealed and exposed.
Odishasamay.com taken a deep interest to uncover those hidden facts and provide the news
viewers something interesting.
This is the gift to the next generation to have adequate knowledge on their culture and
tradition.
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